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A few simple messages...

1.Open is a development model now accepted, even encouraged, 
across a variety of sectors—and as the foundation upon which other 
open initiatives is built, can serve as a reference model for building and 
managing communities of practice.
 

2.Open projects mature through participation, creating opportunities and 
benefits via collaboration: we don't need any more open initiatives!

3.Understanding the affordances within a community of practice, beyond 
licensing (i.e. revise, remix, reuse, redistribute), is vital to both project 
and institutional success: a few recommendations for assessing and 
participating in open communities.



  

Open is a Development Model...

The “open source” label

The formation of OSI began with the publication of Eric 
Raymond's paper The Cathedral and the Bazaar in 1997. 
In this paper, Raymond pioneered a new way of 
understanding and describing the folk practices of the 
hacker community. His analysis, which centered on the 
idea of distributed peer review, had an immediate and 
strong appeal both within and (rather unexpectedly) 
outside the hacker culture.

The 'open source' label was invented at a strategy 
session held on February 3rd, 1998 in Palo Alto, 
California. The people present included Todd Anderson, 
Chris Peterson (of the Foresight Institute), John "maddog" 
Hall and Larry Augustin (both of Linux International), Sam 
Ockman (of the Silicon Valley Linux User's Group), Michael 
Tiemann, and Eric Raymond.

http://www.opensource.org/history



  

Open is a Development Model...

The Open Source Initiative (OSI) is a non-profit 
corporation with global scope formed to educate 
about and advocate for the benefits of open 
source and to build bridges among different 
constituencies in the open source community.

Open source is a development method for 
software[?] that harnesses the power of 
distributed peer review and transparency of 
process. The promise of open source is better 
quality, higher reliability, more flexibility, 
lower cost, and an end to predatory vendor 
lock-in.

http://opensource.org/about



  

Open is a Development Model...

Open Content: In 1998, shortly after the summit where 
the phrase “open source” was coined, I began to feel that 
the same methodology should be applied to 
educational materials. That summer I made up the 
phrase “open content” and began trying to promote the 
idea.

- David Wiley, October 9, 2011
http://change.mooc.ca/post/237



  

Open is a Development Model...
Adoption rates (of the open model)

Since the time the label open source was first 
introduced, other open initiatives "outside the 
hacker culture" emerged, including: open access 
and open content in 1998; open courseware and 
open educational resources in 2002; open 
research/science in 2005; Massive Open Online 
Courses, 2008.
Archives of the American Scientist Open Access Forum, <http://amsci-forum.amsci.org/archives/American-Scientist-Open-
Access-Forum.html>; David Wiley, "Defining 'Open,'" Iterating toward Openness, November 16, 2009, 
<http://opencontent.org/blog/archives/1123#axzz0qwFEmait>; "Learn for Free Online," BBC News, September 22, 2002, 
<http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/2270648.stm>; UNESCO, "Forum on the Impact of Open Courseware for Higher 
Education in Developing Countries: Final Report" (Paris, July 1–3, 2002), 
<http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0012/001285/128515e.pdf>; Susannah Fox, "Open Research Since 2000," Pew Internet 
& American Life Project, April 27, 2010, <http://www.pewinternet.org/Commentary/2010/April/Open-Research-Since-
2000.aspx>. See also Amit Deshpande and Dirk Riehle, "The Total Growth of Open Source," Proceedings of the Fourth 
Conference on Open Source Systems (OSS 2008) (New York: Springer Verlag, 2008), pp. 197–209, 
<http://dirkriehle.com/publications/2008/the-total-growth-of-open-source/>. The CCK08 MOOC – Connectivism course, 1/4 
way <http://davecormier.com/edblog/2008/10/02/the-cck08-mooc-connectivism-course-14-way/>.



  

Open is a Development Model...
Most Significant Metatrends for the Next 10 Years 

Number 5:
 
Openness—concepts like open 
content, open data, and open 
resources, along with notions of 
transparency and easy access 
to data and information—is 
moving from a trend to a value 
for much of the world.
http://www.nmc.org/news/download-communique-horizon-project-retreat



  

Open is a Development Model...



  

Open is a Development Model...

Ambiguity: Open Definition
Open Education and a Study Group Approach to Understanding It.

"How do you define open?"
● "free to use" (access to the resource)
● "free access to content" (ability to localize/customize)

● "access to free education" (free education)
● "no accountability" (lack of oversight)

Kathleen Stone, Empire State College
Lesson's Learned: An Experience in Open Education
SUNY CIT (Conference on Instruction and Technology)
May 30th, 2012
http://openlearning-kstone.blogspot.com/2012/05/oer-taskforce-presentations.html



  

What is Open?

Open has become an 
approach for licensing 

(distribution and acquisition),
rather than what it should be, 
an approach for development

It ain't open,
'till it's open...

This work is in the public domain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Yogi_Berra_1956.png



  

OpenWashing

Openwashing: to spin a product or 
company as open, although it is not. 
Derived from “greenwashing.”

Michelle Thorne, March 14, 2009
http://michellethorne.cc/2009/03/openwashing/

Think Green by iamjetta
Designs & Interfaces / Advertising
CC Attribution-Noncommercial -
No Derivative Works 3.0 License



  

NH: HB418 (2012)
(New Title) relative to the use of open source software and open data formats by state agencies and relative to the 
adoption of a statewide information policy regarding open government data standards. 
(http://www.nhliberty.org/bills/view/2012/HB418)

WA: HB 2337 – 2011-12
Regarding open educational resources in K-12 education. (http://apps.leg.wa.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?
bill=2337&year=2011)

MA: Enterprise Information Technology Acquisition Policy
For all prospective IT investments, agencies must consider as part of the best value evaluation all possible 
solutions, including open standards compliant open source and proprietary software as well as open standards 
compliant public sector code sharing at the local, state and federal levels. (http://www.mass.gov/anf/research-and-
tech/it-pols-stnds-and-guidance/ent-pols-and-stnds/enterprise-information-technology-acquisition.html)

Policy and Legislation



  

UK Open Source Procurement Toolkit
Where appropriate, Government will procure open source solutions. (https://update.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resource-
library/open-source-procurement-toolkit)

Free and Open-source Software - Government Policy of Iceland
when purchasing new software, free and open-source software and proprietary software are to be considered on 
an equal footing. (http://eng.forsaetisraduneyti.is/information-society/English/nr/2882)

The US Government CTO on Creative Commons
Chopra mentions how he “embraced the Creative Commons licensing regime” when he worked with the 
Commonwealth of Virginia to publish their Flexbook platform.  (http://creativecommons.org/weblog/entry/17863)

2012 World OER Congress
The Declaration calls on governments to support the sustainable development and dynamic use of OERs to
achieve educational goals (http://www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco/themes/icts/single-
view/news/brazil_hosts_latin_america_open_educational_resources_regional_forum/)

Policy and Legislation



  

Funding & Grants
Bipartisan Federal Research Public Access Act
Public Access to all Federally Funded Research (H.R. 4004 and S. 2096) 
(http://www.taxpayeraccess.org/issues/frpaa/frpaa_action/FRPAA2012.shtml

U.S. State Department
The US Department of State is ramping up an effort to accelerate understanding of the potential of Open 
Educational Resources (OER) to improve access to high quality educational opportunities with a focus on 
improving literacy and numeracy around the world, particularly for women and girls currently underserved. 
(http://listserv.educause.edu/cgi-bin/wa.exe?A2=ind1203&L=OPENNESS&T=0&O=D&P=22104)

US Labor Department
The Departments of Labor and Education recently announced a monumental $2 billion grant program to revitalize 
job training programs at 2-year colleges. (http://www.dol.gov/opa/media/press/eta/eta20101436.htm)



  

Funding & Grants
NIH Public Access Policy: Division G, Title II,  Section 218, PL 110-161 (Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2008).
The Director of the National Institutes of Health shall require that all investigators funded by the NIH submit or 
have submitted for them to the National Library of Medicine’s PubMed Central an electronic version of their final, 
peer-reviewed manuscripts upon acceptance for publication, to be made publicly available no later than 12 months 
after the official date of publication: Provided, That the NIH shall implement the public access policy in a manner 
consistent with copyright law. (http://publicaccess.nih.gov/policy.htm)

Online Program Development Fund (OPDF)
Online Program Development Fund has invested $9 million...100% licensed for open free sharing & reuse by all 
post-secondary (http://www.bccampus.ca/online-program-development-fund-opdf-2/)

Draft Resolution 35C/DR.40
The UNESCO/Commonwealth of Learning (COL) Guidelines on OER in Higher Education indicate how the 
potential of OER can be harnessed to support quality teaching and learning by higher education stakeholders 
(http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/resources/news-and-in-focus-articles/all-
news/news/unescocommonwealth_of_learning_oer_policy_guidelines_to_be_launched_at_the_unesco_general_c
onference/))



  

Fauxpenness

Home › Blogs › Doc Searls's blog ›
Open vs. Fauxpen
Aug 26, 2009  By Doc Searls

Tristan Louis gives weight to new term that I like a lot: fauxpen. Faux in French means "false" or "fake". So fauxpen 
means fake open. There has always been a lot of that going around, but since the world of tech inevitably contains 
more of everything, there's more fauxpen stuff than ever. In his post Tristan issues a fresh warning about some of 
what he calls "a venus flytrap of technology". His definitions:

    Fauxpenness: Calling a system or platform open while it is, when more closely scrutinized, under the tight control of its provider.
    Fauxpen system (or fauxpen platform): a system or platform that claims to be open but, upon closer examination, isn’t.

The term fauxpen has been around at least a few months. FauxpenSource.org consists entierely of this text:

    Main Entry: fauxpen source
    Pronunciation: \fō-p n sors\ə ̇

    Function: noun
    Etymology: a term invented by Phil Marsosudiro at a dinner party in North Carolina
    Date: 2 May 2009

A description of software that claims to be open source, but lacks the full freedoms required by the Open Source 
Definition.

    synonyms: see open core, neo-proprietary
    antonyms: see Linux kernel, Apache, OpenNMS http://www.linuxjournal.com/content/open-vs-fauxpen



  

I thought I would let you know about an open online course Shandin Pete and I will be 
facilitating..... we’re seeking participation from individuals around the world. (Anywhere 
ok). Hopefully some of you will join us!
,
Robert Squires, Director of Instructional Design and Technical Support, UMOnline

Hi Robert,

Looks like an very interesting course. Visiting your course homepage I don't see an 
obvious open license - so I assume the site contents are all rights reserved. oreover, the 
copyright statement provided in the online registration form is not clear on open licensing. 
One of the embedded videos uses the standard Youtube license instead of the open CC-
BY option.Is this an OER course?

Wayne Mackintosh, Director OER Foundation

The EDUCAUSE OPENNESS Constituent Group Listserv
June 05, 2012



  

Open...?



  

Open?

Copyrighted material, including without limitation software, graphics, text, photographs, sound, video and musical 
recordings, may not be placed on the Site without the express permission of the owner of the copyright in the 
material, or other legal entitlement to use the material.

In addition, as a condition of accessing the Sites, you agree not to (a) reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, resell or 
exploit any portion of the Sites other than as expressly allowed under these Terms of Use;

All content or other materials available on the Sites, including but not limited to code, images, text, layouts, 
arrangements, displays, illustrations, audio and video clips, HTML files and other content are the property of 
Coursera and/or its affiliates or licensors and are protected by copyright, patent and/or other proprietary intellectual 
property rights under the United States and foreign laws.

You may download material from the Sites only for your own personal, non-commercial use. You may not 
otherwise copy, reproduce, retransmit, distribute, publish, commercially exploit or otherwise transfer any material, 
nor may you modify or create derivatives works of the material.

With respect to User Content you submit or otherwise make available in connection with your use of the Site, and 
subject to the Privacy Policy, you grant Coursera and the Participating Institutions a fully transferable, worldwide, 
perpetual, royalty-free and non-exclusive license to use, distribute, sublicense, reproduce, modify, adapt, publicly 
perform and publicly display such User Content. 



  

Open?

© 2013 edX, except where noted, all rights reserved. 

Unless indicated as being in the public domain, the content on the Site is protected by United States and foreign 
copyright laws. 

Unless otherwise expressly stated on the Site, the texts, exams, video, images and other instructional materials 
provided with the courses offered on this Site are for your personal use in connection with those courses only.

Certain reference documents, digital textbooks, articles and other information on the Site are used with the 
permission of third parties, and use of that information is subject to certain rules and conditions, which will be 
posted along with the information.

You agree to retain all copyright and other notices on any content you obtain from the Site. All rights in the Site and 
its content, if not expressly granted, are reserved.

Furthermore, you agree not to scrape, or otherwise download in bulk, any Site content, including but not limited to 
a list or directory of users on the system, on-line textbooks, User Postings or user information.



  

Washington State community and technical colleges to release first phase of 
low-cost digital courses in groundbreaking higher education venture
– Ellen Marie Murphy

It seems I've seen a lot more institutions/organizations interested in/announcing 
their own OER initiatives rather than announcing partnerships with existing 
initiatives outside their own organization - Patrick Masson

...we need more adoptions of and partnerships with existing OER. - Cable Green

...I agree that there's terribly little happening in this space... - David Wiley

The EDUCAUSE OPENNESS Constituent Group Listserv
Oct. 30,  2011

Who's starting an Open Project?
Innovation, Disruption, Nex-gen, Leadership

CC License :Attribution Noncommercial Some rights reserved by Bahai.us http://bit.ly/16NtqThCC License :Attribution Noncommercial Some rights reserved by Bahai.us http://bit.ly/16NtqTh



  

One problem,cites Rice University professor and 
Connexions founder Richard Baraniuk, is that the current 
open education landscape as a whole is quite 
fragmented. "There are all of these open ed depositories, 
but you can't easily mix and match across platforms, let 
alone search across them," he explains.

Often, open education proponents focus on the idea of 
instructors sharing their resources, rather than on the 
end user who’s attempting to access those resources.

Bringing Open Education to the Mainstream
Campus Technology,

Jennifer Demski
04/24/12

Open Here Too:
Innovation, Disruption, Nex-gen, Leadership

CC License: Attribution Noncommercial Share-Alike by mag3737 http://bit.ly/19cdzS0 



  

With escalating costs, limited resources and growing political concern about student debt, 
institutions should be developing innovative ways to cooperate that will prove to be 
mutually beneficial...

In the past, cooperative arrangements were limited to schools near each other, but 
teleconferencing, Skype and the Internet have exponentially expanded opportunities for 
interaction. Universities can no longer afford to teach every subject that students think 
they need to study.

Mark C. Taylor
Chair, Department of Religion

Columbia University
Washington Monthly

May 21, 2012
http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/college_guide/blog/how_competition_is_killing_hig.php

Open, Open, Open, Open:
Innovation, Disruption, Nex-gen, Leadership



  

How Many Open Source Learning Management Systems?



  

236 Open Source Learning Management Systems 

069H, Academia, Ace2, ADA, Adapt, Adrenna, Adhayayan, AlefMentor, a-LMS, AnaXagora, AnemaLab, 
ApereoOAE, Appy Notebook, ASE, Astra-LMS, ATutor, Avatal Learn Station, Azim10, Bazaar, Black-Belt, 

Bodington, Bonga-bonga, Brainbox, BrainSQL, Brihaspati, BuddyPress, Burrokeet, BusinessLMS, CamtLMS, 
Canvas, CascadeLMS, Caucus, Chamilo, Charles J. Short LMS, Claroline, Class2Go, ClassWeb, 

CloudCallab, Class-Cloud, CloudCourse, CoFFEE, Coggno, Cooperator, Course, Course&Learning, Course 
Builder, CouseManagement, Course Management System, Course Manager, Courseware, Chamilo, 

CommSy, Crawlala, Criptex, cuberary, Cyber Learning (NEF), CWIS, Darskade LMS, DaVinciLMS, DEI, 
Deskera, Didakos, djangoLMS, dneighbors Course Manager, Docebo, Dokeos, DotNetSORM, DrupalEd, 

Eclidoolel, eCollege Plus, eConf, EduWorkSpace, dX Code, eFront, elecnewstyle, eLedge, elearnLMS, elms, 
E-Mail-LMS, emyscience, EOE, Estella-eLearning, e-Study, EthosCE, Etudes, eXeLearning, Fedena, Fife, 

FireLMS, Fle3, ForeL, Forma LMS, FrontDesk, Fu5e Learning, Ganesha, GCLMS, GeNIE, GRAPPLE, 
HiveLMS, Homerweb, ILIAS, Interns, iGlobalist, iKnow, i.Logos, ilyao, Instructional Content System, Interact, 

Interpedia, JayLMS, jcm, Jigyaasa, Joule, Kalvi, Kana, KEWL.Nextgen, KodeLearn, Knowledge Varsity, 
Kyoiku, LabSystem, LAMS, LatitudeLearning, LCMS, LearnSquare, Learnster, Learnster.in, Learning System, 
Learning Management System, LearnSTAT, liskov, L.I.S.T., LLMS, LMS, LMS123, LMS2012, lms9, LMS-CF, 

LMS for Undergrads, LMS-in-C++, LMS King (Joomla!), Lokaverkefni, LOMS, LON-CAPA, LetoLMS (formerly 
Paidei), LMS-IM, .LRN, Make Me Happy, Manhali, Manhattan, Metacoon, Metalreal, Michiba, MILESS, 

MimerDesk, Minerva, M’s LMS, Moodle, Moodle4j, Mud Jungle, Nanaste LMS, Naukriinc, Neddle, NEOS, 
Nicenet, NIT, Noep, Noisis, OLAT, OLCMS, OLMS, OLS, Open Classroom, Openedunet, Openelms, 

OpenLMS, open-lms, OpenLMX, Open OLAT, OpenUSS, Opigno, OSBLE, Osmosis, OUWA, PAMAM, 
PassPort, PeterHi Classroom, phpEDU, Pia, Promise4All, publicIP, PushLMS, Pylms, Pylons, Quasar, Queso-
Multisite, rails-lms, SakaiCLE, SakaiANI, ScholarLMS, Scribe, Scorm LMS, secom, Segue, Shloka, SigmaSoft 

LMS, SimpleCMS, slms, SLOODLE, SLMS, SmartLMS, Smashing LMS, Social Media Classroom, Splash, 
STS-EMS, Stud.IP, SuperX, Surgalt, Tamandare, TILMS, TinyLMS, Tonkey, Totara LMS Total LMS, Trellis, 
Tsugi, TurtleX, uLearning, Uni Open Platform, Unoweb-s, Utah Open LMS, Vinyl, Virtual University, Vivo, 

VulaMobi, VULMS, WeBWorK, WebAssign, Web-BasedCMS, Whiteboard, Writing Studio, Yasinn

http://pmasson.wordpress.com/2013/10/16/joiners-not-starters/



  



  

18 Introduction to Programming Courses

An Introduction to Interactive Programming in Python (Coursera),
Gentle Introduction to Programming Using Python (MIT OpenCourseware),

Introduction to Programming (Khan Academy),
Introduction to Computer Science (Harvard College),

Introduction to Computer Science (Wikiversity),
Introduction to Computer Science and Programming (edX),

Introduction to Computer Science and Programming (MIT OpenCourseware),
Introduction to Computer Science I (Saylor),
Introduction to Computer Science (Stanford),

Intro. to Computer Science using Java (Central Connecticut State University),
Introduction to Programming (Udacity),

Introduction to Programming (Treehouse),
Introduction to Programming in Java (MIT OpenCourseware),

Introduction To Programming And Computer Science (The BX),
Introduction to Programming with Ruby (iTunesU),
Introduction to Programming with Python (Alison),

Introduction to Web Fundamentals (CodeAcademy),
The Little Introduction to Programming (codingintro)…

maybe more?



  

30 “Providers” of
Open Education Resources

● Coursera 
● Connexions
● DIY.edu
● Eduforge
● edX
● Free Software Foundation Europe
● Goodsemester
● Khan Academy
● Linux Foundation
● Minerva
● Mozilla Foundation
● GNU
● MITx
● OERu
● Open Courseware Consortium

● Open Learn
● Open Learning Initiative
● Open Knowledge Initiative
● Open Society Initiative
● Open University, UK
● P2PU
● Software Freedom Conservancy
● TED-Ed
● Udacity
● UNAM Online initiative
● University of the People
● Wikiversity
● YouTube EDU
● University of the People
● Others?



  

We don't need
any more open projects...

...we need people/organizations to
join and participate—i.e. collaborate—in 

 the open practices to create better 
quality, higher reliability, more 

flexibility, lower cost, and an end to 
predatory vendor lock-in.



  

Open recognizes the shift from
Producers and Consumers to Prosumers

Prosumer is a portmanteau formed by contracting the word producer with the word 
consumer. The prosumer (producer–consumer) has greater independence from the 
mainstream economy. It is used to differentiate the traditional passive consumer with an 
active consumer role more involved in the design or customization of the end product.

Alvin Toffler,
The Third Wave, 1980



  

Openness recognizes the shift from
Producers and Consumers to Prosumers

“The Linux kernel changes eight times an hour. There are 10,000 lines of 
code added a day, 8,000 lines of code subtracted. Even Amazon and 
Google couldn’t keep up with that level of development on their own.” 

Jim Zemlin,
Executive Director of the Linux Foundation

Business Insider
http://mongodb.info/2013/10/27/news-if-windows-is-dying-this-guy-not-google-killed-it-msft/



  

The Folk Practices of the Hacker 
Community (i.e. Prosumers)

Eric Raymond: Cathedral and the Bazaar
1. Every good work of software starts by scratching a developer's personal itch.

2. Good programmers know what to write. Great ones know what to rewrite (and reuse).

3. Plan to throw one away; you will, anyhow.

4. If you have the right attitude, interesting problems will find you.

5. When you lose interest in a program, your last duty to it is to hand it off to a competent successor.

6. Treating your users as co-developers is your least-hassle route to rapid code improvement and effective debugging.

7. Release early. Release often. And listen to your customers.

8. Given a large enough beta-tester and co-developer base, almost every problem will be characterized quickly and the fix obvious to 
someone.

9. Smart data structures and dumb code works a lot better than the other way around.

10. If you treat your beta-testers as if they're your most valuable resource, they will respond by becoming your most valuable resource.

11. The next best thing to having good ideas is recognizing good ideas from your users. Sometimes the latter is better.

12. Often, the most striking and innovative solutions come from realizing that your concept of the problem was wrong.

13. Perfection (in design) is achieved not when there is nothing more to add, but rather when there is nothing more to take away.

14. Any tool should be useful in the expected way, but a truly great tool lends itself to uses you never expected.

15. When writing gateway software of any kind, take pains to disturb the data stream as little as possible—and never throw away 
information unless the recipient forces you to!

16. When your language is nowhere near Turing-complete, syntactic sugar can be your friend.

17. A security system is only as secure as its secret. Beware of pseudo-secrets.

18. To solve an interesting problem, start by finding a problem that is interesting to you.

19. Provided the development coordinator has a communications medium at least as good as the Internet, and knows how to lead 
without coercion, many heads are inevitably better than one.



  

The Ultimate Benefits of Open Development

● Customizable
● Participate in project governance
● Organizational audibility

(alignment with local 
needs/expectations)

● Community audibility
(viability of the community)

● Business process audibility (practices)
● Technical audibility

(quality/feasibility of the project)
● Reduced development time
● Avoid vendor lock-in
● Broader support options
● Greater security
● Faster implementation

● Higher quality
● Mitigates longterm risk
● Higher reliability
● Business/operations continuity
● Professional (personal/organizational) 

development
● Try before you buy (Test drive)
● Multiple instances (no per copy fees)
● Reduced acquisition costs
● Emphasizes concepts, not products
● Breaks the hardware upgrade cycle
● Community access
● Standards based
● Standards setting
● Lower total cost of ownership 

(cumulative of other benefits)
Michael Feldstein & Patrick Masson
http://pmasson.wordpress.com/2012/04/25/the-ultimate-benefits-of-open-source-list/



  

The uPortal Steering Committee, 
“the governing body responsible for 
the strategic direction and 
operational oversight of the uPortal 
project,” is composed of two 
members elected by the Jasig 
membership, two members 
selected by the uPortal developers, 
one member appointed by the 
Steering Committee, and two 
members representing the Jasig 
board.

Another open-source portal
project, Liferay, is led by a private 
corporation of founding partners 
“driving innovation for the benefit of 
enterprises around the world.”

“uPortal Steering Committee,” Jasig website:
<http://www.jasig.org/uportal/steering
-committee>.
“Leadership,” Liferay website: <http://www
.liferay.com/about-us/leadership>.



  

QualiPSo OpenSource Maturity Model
(not of the artifact, the organization)

http://qualipso.icmc.usp.br/OMM/



  

Project Trustworthiness Practices
 1. Product Documentation (PDOC): exhaustive and easy to understand. Facilitate community involvement. By product 
documentation they refer to: Product design / architecture documented (developer documentation), User documentation, and 
Technical documentation (for troubleshooting). Up to date;

2. Popularity of the SW Product (REP): The number of users that have downloaded the product and that are using it. 
Discussions in mailing lists, forums, bug reporting systems and other communication environments are also relevant to 
indicate the popularity of a FLOSS product;

3. Use of Established and Widespread Standards (STD): Standards used are relevant for the FLOSS product;

4. Availability and Use of a (product) Roadmap (RDMP): responsibility for the roadmap is defined, roadmap includes plans 
for at least the next 2 versions, and roadmap is regularly updated;

5. Quality of Test Plan (QTP): Schedule for testing, also planning required resources, the order in which tests will be carried 
out, tools to be used, test  environment, testing responsibilities, how test results will be analyzed, defects corrected and open 
issues handled;

6. Relationship between Stakeholders (Users, Developers etc) (STK): Quality and degree of collaboration between 
developer communities and users, formality sharing of responsibilities between stakeholders.

7. Licenses (LCS): Important the product does not contain any commercial components.

8. Technical Environment (Tools, OS, Programming Language, Dev Environment.) (ENV) – Tools, operating systems, 
programming languages and environments used by the FLOSS products developers are important factors influencing the 
trust surveyed companies have in the FLOSS process;

9. Number of Commits and Bug Reports (DFCT) – The number of commits and the number of bug reports are also 
considered important for the evaluation of the FLOSS process.

10. Maintainability and Stability (MST) – Proven maintenance schedule and stable administration;

11. Contribution to FLOSS Product from SW Companies (CONT) – Participation of reputed software or IT companies;

12. Results of Assessment of the Product by 3rd Party Companies (RASM) – Assessment of the product by 3rd parties.



  

Apereo Openness Maturity Model
(Causality and Assessment)

Principles
(2)

Objectives
(3)

Practices
(4)

Values
(1)

Courage

Humility

Participation

Honesty

Maturity

Communication

Evidence-
Based

Transparency

Self-Organizing
Groups

Collaboration

Meritocracy

Simplicity

Continuous
Feedback

Emergence

Incremental
Development

Rapid 
Feedback

Web2.0

Use Cases

Decentralization

Bottom-up

Storytelling

Rubrics

Business 
Intelligence

The Open Maturity Model allows assessment to measure 
openness (practices) and a guidelines for authenticity.

http://www.jasig.org/2-3-98



  

A reference resource...?

Producing Open Source Software:
How to Run a Successful Free Software Project

by Karl Fogel (http://www.red-bean.com/kfogel/)
OSI Board Member

Copyright © 2005-2013 Karl Fogel,
under a CreativeCommons Attribution-ShareAlike (3.0) license.
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Linus’ Law:
Given enough eyeballs,

all bugs are shallow, not...
Given enough projects, 

all bugs are shallow. 

Lesson 5, of The Cathedral and the Bazaar:
When you lose interest in a program, your last 
duty to it is to hand it off to a competent 
successor

Masson's corollary:
When you find interest in a program, your first 
duty to it is to identify a competent 
predecessor.



  

Thank you...

Patrick Masson
General Manager,

Open Source Initiative
masson@opensource.org


